neutron source is switched off, preventing unwanted activation and radiation damage to space craft and instrument components when measurements are not being made, without any massive shield. The only other available switchable neutron source is acceleratorbased and requires power for bulky ancillary equipment not needed by the SRNS, such as an ultra-high voltage supply (which tends to be relatively unreliable). The SRNS yields a reasonably high neutron flux but is small and requires very little power.
The SHGD consists of a small high-purity Ge (HPGe) or Cd-Zn-Te (CZT) gamma detector inside a bismuth germanate anticoincidence cup, along with low-power digital signal processing electronics. HPGe provides the best energy resolution and efficiency and is the material of choice, but requires low temperature operation. In warm environments, CZT would be used. The cup provides suppression of cosmic rays and detector gamma scattering, along with an escape coincidence mode that further suppresses background at energies above 1 MeV. This detector will yield adequate energy resolution and efficiency for analysis of all gamma lines up to 3.5 MeV (above the C/O doubleescape peak), which covers all elements of interest.
Development Base: The SRNS has been patented by one of the authors and it has been demonstrated that a stable SRNS can be made that acts as a strong neutron source [1] (10 6 -10 8 n/s). The technologies for deployment of HPGe detectors in space are well known. CZT detectors are beginning to be considered for space missions and questions concerning radiation damage, operating temperature range, and other environmental concerns are not yet answered, but the necessary technologies will develop rapidly and APL has a collaboration with a primary CZT developer [2] . The authors have experience developing nuclear spectrometers, analyzing their spectra, and their deployment in space. APL has a long history of successful development and deployment of space craft, including suites of highly sophisticated state-of-the-art instrumentation and involving adaptations to a wide variety of mission requirements and space environments. 
